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As students speak out,
proposed cuts held off

EPA
targets
state
policies
Washington takes aim at
California’s ability to set
car emission standards
By EVAN HALPER
LOS ANGELES TIMES
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Students protest the possible cuts to summer course offerings outside Bailey Hall on Monday on the campus of the Santa Rosa Junior College.

Chong criticized for idea to slash courses to balance budget
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

anta Rosa Junior College President
Frank Chong, who continued to take
heat despite backing off a controversial move last week to cut summer classes,
vowed Monday to push for pay cuts for himself and his administration.
Chong, who last year earned $307,470,
plus $24,230 in health benefits, making him
one of the highest-paid public officials in
the county, proposed the salary reductions
after a day spent meeting on campus with
angry faculty and students.
He sat outside his office Monday morning, next to coffee and donuts he and other
administrators brought for students and
faculty members who had gathered to chew
him out. One by one, they blasted Chong for
the plan to slash half of the college’s summer classes, one of several strategies aimed
at narrowing a $6.5 million budget deficit
but that he ultimately backpedaled on.
“I’m really sorry for all the stress and
angst and anger that’s there. I felt some of
it today and it’s warranted,” Chong said,
addressing the crowd gathered outside his
office during the 9 a.m. rally. “I don’t take it
personal, but as your president I need to do
better, and with your help I can.”
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Trump:
DACA
is ‘dead’
President’s new offensive
on immigration comes
after border wall setback
SRJC President Frank Chong, joined by student organizer Hannah Cagle, addresses students
Monday as they protest the possible cuts to summer course offerings and budget issues.

“I know there’s a lot of mistrust and distrust. I’m
going to try everything I can do to turn that around.”

By J.D. MORRIS AND
KEVIN MCCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A federal judge Monday
temporarily blocked Sonoma
County’s planned eviction of
the numerous homeless people
who are living in tents behind a
Dollar Tree store in southwest
Santa Rosa.
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ing unit. But homeless advocates sued Friday, arguing that
clearing the encampment would
violate residents’ constitutional
rights and represent cruel and
unusual punishment because
many of them, especially those
with disabilities, hadn’t been
offered placement in suitable
housing and didn’t have anywhere else to go.
“It’s an incredible human
rights tragedy,” said Adrienne
Lauby, a member of the local
activist group Homeless Action,
which joined five encampment

NEW YORK TIMES

residents as plaintiffs in the
case.
A tent village first took root at
the Dollar Tree site in 2015. But
the homeless population there
swelled in recent months after
the October wildfires and Santa
Rosa’s move to clear encampments in Highway 101 underpasses downtown.
Now the property has become
a flashpoint for debate about
two of the county’s most persistent public policy challengTURN TO ROSELAND » PAGE A2

TURN TO DACA » PAGE A10

FRANK CHONG, SRJC president

U.S. District Judge Vince Chhabria in San Francisco set a
hearing for 10 a.m. Thursday
and said county officials cannot in the meantime enforce
their notice telling homeless
residents to leave the Roseland
property.
The county’s Community Development Commission, which
owns the Sebastopol Road site
where about 100 people now live
in two adjoining encampments,
had given residents until today
to leave and, ideally, move into
a shelter bed or long-term hous-

By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
AND EILEEN SULLIVAN
WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump has begun a new
push for legislation to crack down
on illegal immigration and make
it more difficult
to obtain refuge
in the United
States,
White
House officials
said
Monday,
arguing
that
lax laws have
drawn a flood of
migrants to the Donald
U.S. border.
Trump
The proposals President blames
include tough- Dems for failing
ening laws to to salvage DACA
make it more
difficult to apply for or be granted asylum in the United States,
stripping protections for children
arriving illegally without their
parents so they can be turned
back at the border or quickly removed, and allowing families to
be detained for longer periods

Roseland homeless eviction stalled
Judge temporarily blocks
county’s notice telling
people to leave property

The Trump administration
openly threatened one of the
cornerstones of California’s environmental protections Monday, saying that it may revoke
the state’s ability under the
Clean Air Act to impose stricter
standards than the federal government sets for vehicle emissions.
The announcement came as
the administration confirmed
it is tearing up landmark fuel
economy rules
pushing auto- ANTICIPATING
makers to man- A TRADE WAR
ufacture clean- As China
er burning cars retaliates with
and SUVs.
its own tariffs,
“ C o o p e r a - stock market
tive federalism scrambles / A8
doesn’t mean
that one state can dictate standards for the rest of the country,” Environmental Protection
Agency chief Scott Pruitt said
in a statement.
“EPA will set a national standard for greenhouse gas emissions that allows auto manufacturers to make cars that
people both want and can afford
— while still expanding environmental and safety benefits
of newer cars. It’s in everyone’s
best interest to have a national
standard, and we look forward
to working with all states, in-
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